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My invention has relation in general to 
containers, and in particular to packing 
boxes such as are used to contain and pro 
tect merchandise during transportation. 

s The invention is applicable in the case of 
containers having at the angles formed by 
meeting Walls thereof the margin of one vall 
extended beyond the plane of the meeting 
Wall, With cleats: applied to the Said walls at 

10 opposite Surfaces of the extended margin to 
receive the fastening nails or rivets This 
part of the invention provides for the con 
venient and efective combination of one or 
more encircling reinforcing bands with a 

15 container of Such type. : , ...". 
An illustrative embodiment of my inven 

tionis shown in the accompanying drawings, 
in which 

Fig. 1 is an isometric view of a packing 
20 box embodying my invention, With a portion 
En away so asto show construction more 
Fig. 2 is a view in vertical section showing 

the box-body, cover, and side-cleats of the 
25 cover, in relative positions indicating how 

they are assembled together. . 
Fig. 3 is a view on an enlarged scale in 

vertical section online 3-3 of Fig. 1. 
Fig. 4 is a view, also onían enlarged scale, 

30 in section online 4 4, Fig. 1, looking down 
Ward. 

Fig. 5 is an isometric view of the top or 
cover of the box that is shown in Fig. 1, and 
its side cleats, showing the said cleats apart 

35 from the top or cover but in relative posi 
tions indicating their application to the top 
or cover. ... . . . . . . . . . 

Fig. 6 is an isometric view of a top or 
covermodified in the respect that it has slots 

40 instead of notches, asin the preceding view, 
to receive the encircling bands. . . . 

Figs. 7 and 8 are isometric and side views, 
respectively, showing on an enlarged Scale the 
meeting ends of a band and the means of 

45 fastening such ends together. 
The drawings show the invention em 

bodied in a packing-box of oblong rectangu 
lar shape having the usual Walls comprising 
a top or cover 1, a bottom 2, sides 3, 3, and 

50 headsor ends 4, 4. 
The said packing-box is of the general 

construction referred to earlier herein, 
namely having at the angles formed by meet 
ing walls thereof, and as shown in Figs. 1, 

55 2,3 and 4, the margin of one such Wall ex 
tended beyond the plane of the meeting wall 

bottom margins of a 
The invention is represented as embodied 

in the construction of packing-boxes and 

as in the case of marginal portions 11 and 
31 in Figs. 3 and 4; also, with cleats, as 13, 
33, in Fig. 3, and 32, 42, in Fig. 4, attached 
by means of nails or rivets 5, 5, to the re 
spective Walls at opposite surfaces of the ex 
tended margia; and also, with the nails 6, 6, 
which fasten the parts together driven 
through one of the said cleats and the inter 
posed Wal-margin and into the other cleat. 
Figs. 1 and 2 show the respective margins 
of the top and those of the bottom 2 ex 

60 

tended beyond the planes of the correspond. 
ing vertical Walls 3, 3, and 4, 4, and show 
the respective end-margins of the sides 3,3, 
extended beyond the planes of the heads or 
ends 4,4. 12, 12, are the cleats that are ap 
plied to the end-margins of top 1, and 13,13, 

70 

are the cleats that are applied to the side 
margins thereof. 22, 22, are the cleats of 
the ends of the bottom 2, and 23, 23, are the 
cleats of the Side-margins thereof. 32, 32, 
are the verticalend-cleats of the respective 
sides 3,3, and 33,33, are the cleats which ex 
tend horizontally along the top and bottom 
margins of the Said sides. 42, 42, are the 
cleats which extend vertically at the lateral 
margins of a head or end 4, and 43,43, are 
the cleats that are p: to the top and 

ead or end. 
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otherlike containers that are made ofboards, 
having applied thereto, for the purpose of 

90 reinforcingor strengthening and Stiftening 
the box-walls, obviating liability to splitting 
or breaking, and in addition enabling thin 
ner material to be employed for the sides 
than otherwise would be safe and advisable 
an adherent coating of web material, as 20, 
herein shown as constituting alining The 

95 

said web material maybe applied to one or: 
both sides of the boards or shooks, prefer 
ably before they are assembled or combined 
in box-formation. Such Web material, which 
may be either cloth or paper, is gluedor 

OO 

otherwise caused to adhere to the boards or. 
shooks, being pressed into intimate contact 
therewith. I have found that a layer of 
strong, tough : such as, that known to 
the trade as “kraft paper”, is satisfactory 
in al cases where abnormal strength is not 
required of the packing-box. When this ad 
herent ayer of web materialis applied to the 
boardsor shooks, verythin and light andin 
expensive wood stock can be employed satis 
factorily to make astrong, lightinexpensive 
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packing-box. If only oneside of the boards 
or shooks is coated, it usually is preferred 
that this be the inner side thereof, as in the 
drawings. Italso is preferred that the coat 
ing of web material applied to the inner side 
of the boards or shooks should extend into 
the joints, asindicated in Figs. 3 and 4. This 
adherent layer 20 of web material adds very 
considerably to the strength of the boards or 
shooks in resisting forces from without or 
within the box tending to break or Split the 
boards or shooks, and also materially stifi 
ens them, increasing their resistance to the 
bulging pressure of the contents of the box. 
It also helps to protect the contents of the 
box from injury by the jagged ends of a 
board broken in handling or in shipment, as 
it tends to prevent the said broken ends di 
verging inward from the plane of the box 
Wall. It renders the Walls of the box mois 
ture-tight, and When it extends into the 
joints, as in Figs. 3 and 4, it also serves in 
very useful manner as a packing for the 
joints to keep out water, dirt, molisture, and 
other substances injurious to the contents of 
the box. The layer 20 of web material also 
serves to protect the contents of the box 
from damageºtdue to chafing against the in 
terior surface of the Wood composing the 
boards or shooks. 

Referring now to the Second part of the 
invention, namely to the provisions for ap 
plying reinforcing bands or Straps 50, 50, 
Figs. 1 and 2, to a packing-box of the con 
struction described. It isan alim of this part 
of the invention to avoid the application of 
such reinforcing bands or Straps externally 
of the cleats and of laterally extended mar 
ginal portions of the box-Walls, Such for 
instance as the marginal portions 11 and 21 
of the box-top 1 and box-bottom 2: This 
part of the invention enables these bands or 
Straps to be used in connection with a box of 
the kind described, in Such relations asto lie 
close to the Surfaces of the top, sides, and 
bottom of the box, at and adjacent the vari 
ous angles of the box-body. This part of 
the inventionis applicable to containers of 
the ilustrated type of construction, whether 
made of boards or of other material. 

In accordance with this part of the inven 
tion, I cause the bands or Straps 50, 50, to 
intervene between the cleats and the surfaces 
of the box-walls to which the bandsor straps 
are applied.. This is ilustrated in Figs. 1, 
2 and 3: In addition, I form in the extended 
marginal portions, as 11 and 21, of the box 

meeting Walls, notches.60, 60, Figs. 1, 2, 3 
and5, or slots 61, 61, Fig. 6to accommodate 
the bands or Straps at the lower and upper 
angles at opposite sides of the box. These 
two features enable the bandsor strapsto fitº 
Snugly and fatly against the Said angles as 
indicated in the case of the lower angles in 
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Fig. 2. Preferably, also, in order to avoid 
spacing the longitudinal cleats 13, 33, 23, 
a Way from the corresponding box-walls, I 
groove the inner sides of Such cleats, as at 
61, 61, Figs. 1, 2, 3, 5, to accommodate those 
portions of the bandsor straps which lie 
between the cleats and the box-Walls. 

Convenient procedure in assembling the 
boX is to leave the Side-cleats 23, 23, unat 
tached to the box-bottom 2 and the side 
cleats 13, 13, unattached to the box-top 1. 
ihen extend the bands or straps 50, 50, 
across the box-bottom, and pass the oppo 
site end-portions thereofupward within the 
notches 60 or slots 61 in the extended mar 
ginal portions of the box-bottom, and also 
up between the Side-cleats 33, 33, and the 
Side-Walls 3, 3, extending them beyond the 
tops of the upper cleats as in Fig. 2. Then, 
after filling the box with the intended con 
tents, apply the cover 1, enter the said end 
portions Within the notches 60 or slots 61 
in the extended marginal portions of the 
boX-top, and bend them inward toward each 
other. Then apply the Side-cleats 13, 13, to the box-top, : fasten together the two 
endºportions of each band or strap. 
The meeting ends of a band or strap may 

be fastened together in any approvedman 
ller. A convenient.fastening device is illus 
trated at 25, Figs. 1, 7 and 8, it consisting 
of a piece of Stift sheet metal which is bent 
into shapeto extendaround and enclose the 
ºverlapping meetingends, andis compressed 
tightlythereon, in addition to being crimped 
as alt 250, 250, Figs. 5 and 6, thereby bending 
the Said overlapping meeting ends so as to 
hold them securely against endwise relative 
novement and thus preventing the band 
fronillo OSening. If deemed desirable, a ship 
per may place histown seal or identifying 
mark upon the fastening 25 so asto ensure 
disclosure of any unauthorized opening of 
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the box while in Storage or being shipped 
fron one place to another. 
What is claimed as the inventionis:- 
1. A container having at one or more of 

the angles formed by meeting walls thereof 
the margin of One Wall extended beyond the 
plane of the meeting wall, cleats applied to 
the Said Walls at Opposite surfaces of the ex 
tended margin, anda reinforcing band en 
circling the box underneath the said cleats, 

ll 0 

With a notch Or slot in the extended marginº 
tolet Said bandlie closely along the surface 
of the Said meeting Wallat and adjacent the angle. 

Walls, projecting beyond the planes of the so 2. A container having at one or more of 

120 

the angles formed by meeting walls thereof 
the margin of One Wall extended beyond the 
plane of the meeting Wall, cleats applied to 
the Said Walls at Opposite surfaces of the ex 
tended margin, anda reinforcing band en 

25 

circling the box underneath the said cleats, 
With a notch Or slot in the extended margin 30 
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to letsaid band lie closely along the surface tended margin, a reinforcing bandencircling 
of the said meeting wall at and adjacent the the box underneath the : cleats, the sai 
angle, and with said cleats grooved or extended margin having a notch which per 
notched at their inner surfaces to aford mits said band to lie closely along the sur- l6 
clearance for the portions of said band face of the meeting wall, and a strengthen 
which they overlie. ing and reinforcing surfacing layer of web 

3. A container having at its angles material adherent to the inner surfaces of 
formed by meeting Walls thereof the mate- the walls and extending into the joints to 
rial of one Wall extended beyond the plane form a packing or seal therefor. 

10 of the meeting Wall, cleats applied to the . 
said walls at opposite surfaces of the ex- FRANK P. CHENEY. 


